
BUNDLE REQUEST FOR DOWNTOWN IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT FUNDING 
10-17-19 
 
Bundle Manager, Kelly Hickey requests a one-time Bundle Management contribution in the sum 
of $6000 from the DIDC as a match sum, also being requested of the Better Middlebury 
Partnership, to cover a doubling of programming events and workload as well as goals met since 
the initial conception of Bundle in April 2019.  
 
Bundle had originally been presented as 3-5 Pop-Ups in empty storefronts with the goals of 
bringing more business & civic engagement downtown; getting available storefronts rented to 
permanent renters by engaging the public in activities in those spaces; and fostering youth and 
entrepreneur engagement. Since its opening day on April 3, 2019 Bundle has met it’s early goals 
already seeing the first storefront it occupied at ‘60 Main St’ being turned over to a permanent 
renter who had been a participating Bundle vendor, hosting student led events, government 
presentations and both non-profit and start-up business classes, workshops and galleries. Surveys 
have overwhelmingly been positive both of the Bundle civic engagement as well as the 
engagement in other stores when coming to Bundle events. Hour estimations for the Bundle 
manager have increased from 40 hours per month in April to 81 hours per month since July 2019.  
 
 
There is an early upward trend forecasted by the number of manager/vendor meetings that these 
number of events will be maintained or only rise in 2020 based on the community’s enthusiasm 
for bringing programming to Bundle. Please find attached a spread sheet of Bundle events with 
vendor listings, attendance & rental fees. Kelly Hickey has worked diligently to keep Bundle at a 
flat profit margin so as to stay within the framework of the VTrans grant. A vendor price increase 
will be going in to effect at Bundle as of January 1, 2020 which begin to meet some of the costs 
BMP can use to offset the requested $6000 from that organization.  
 


